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Abstract
Long-time average behavior of quantum correlations in a multi-qubit system, collectively modeled as a kicked top,
is addressed here. The behavior of dynamical generation of quantum correlations such as entanglement, discord, con-
currence, as previously studied, and Bell correlation function and tangle, as identified in this study, is a function of
initially localized coherent states. Their long-time average reproduces coarse-grained classical phase space structures
of the kicked top which contrast, often starkly, chaotic and regular regions. Apart from providing numerical evidence
of such correspondence in the semiclassical regime of a large number of qubits, we use data from a recent transmons
based experiment to explore this in the deep quantum regime of a 3-qubit kicked top. The degree to which quantum
correlations can be regarded as a quantum signature of chaos, and in what ways the various correlation measures are
similar or distinct are discussed.
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1. Introduction
The connections between non-integrability, ergodicity,
chaos and entropy production form the cornerstone of clas-
sical statistical mechanics. A key goal of quantum in-
formation theory is to extend this to the quantum do-
main and explore these connections in the light of in-
formation theory. For example, the dynamical genera-
tion of entanglement and other non-classical correlations
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], thermalization in closed quantum sys-
tems [8, 9] and its connections to non-integrability and
chaos have been extensively studied theoretically and ex-
perimentally, especially for finite dimensional systems like
the kicked top [10, 11]. Most of these studies have been
undertaken in the semi-classical limit where high entan-
glement and quantum discord production is attributed to
generation of pseudo-random states and random matrix
theory [2, 3, 6, 7]. As classically chaotic dynamics takes
initially localised distribution and spreads them over phase
space, the corresponding quantum dynamics takes initially
localized coherent states to pseudo random states in the
Hilbert space. However, for systems far below the semi-
classical limit, it has been recently argued that the corre-
spondence between entanglement and classical phase space
features occurs through symmetries of the system and how
much the states gets spread out over the phase space [12].
In this work, we provide numerical as well as experi-
mental evidence for various quantum signatures of classical
chaos and report a new correspondence between long time
average of Bell correlation function, as defined below, and
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structures in the classical phase space. Contour plots of
long time average entanglement, quantum discord, tangle,
concurrence and the Bell correlation functions, all show
features of the classical phase space. We also provide evi-
dence of this correspondence in the deeply quantum regime
of a 3-qubit kicked top that is based on data from a recent
experimental realization with superconducting qubits [11].
It is remarkable and surprising that the 3-qubit kicked top
is exactly solvable [13, 14], this raises very interesting ques-
tions on the connections between ergodicity, integrability
and chaos in the quantum domain. We conclude our work
with a discussion of these directions.
2. Background
The quantum kicked top Hamiltonian [15, 10] is given
by
H =
κ
2j
Jz
2
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(t− nτ) + p
τ
Jy. (1)
Here Jx, Jy and Jz are components of the angular momen-
tum operator J. The time between periodic kicks is given
by τ . The Floquet map is the unitary operator
U = exp
(
−i κ
2j~
J2z
)
exp
(
−i p
~
Jy
)
, (2)
which evolves states just after a kick to just after the next,
that is over one time period τ . The parameter p measures
rotation about the y axis, and κ is the magnitude of a twist
applied between kicks and controls the degree of chaos in
the system. In the following we set ~ = 1 and p = pi/2.
If the initial state is |ψ(0)〉, the state after n kicks is
given by Un|ψ(0)〉. In order to study the correspondence
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of the quantum dynamics with the classical phase space,
we take the minimum uncertainty wave packets as the ini-
tial states of quantum evolution. Such states are the spin
coherent states, which can be expressed as [16, 17]
|θ, φ〉 = R(θ, φ)|j, j〉;−pi ≤ φ < pi, 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi (3)
where,
R(θ, φ) = exp{iθ[Jx sinφ− Jy cosφ]} (4)
with the expectation value of J given by
〈θ, φ|J/j|θ, φ〉 = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ). (5)
The single large spin-j top can be considered as a col-
lective spin of 2j spin-1/2 particles or qubits. Using Ji =∑2j
k=1 σ
i
k/2 where i = x, y, z the unitary operator in Eq. (2)
can be considered as that of 2j qubits. Thus a single large
top is mapped to a model of many qubits, and both theo-
retical work and experimental realizations have exploited
this feature. However a very important consequence of the
mapping is that one is restricted to a permutation symmet-
ric subspace (2j + 1 dimensional) of the 22j dimensional
multi-qubit space. The correlation measures that are ex-
plored are those of the multi-qubit system.
Each of these qubits are initialized in the same state
(|ψ0〉 = cos θ2 |0〉+eiφ sin θ2 |1〉, in the computational bases),
such that the initial state of the 2j− qubit system is the
spin coherent state in Eq. (3), |ψ(0)〉 = |θ, φ〉 = ⊗2j |ψ0〉.
The time evolution restricts the evolved states at later
times to also be permutation symmetric, but these are
naturally states with non-trivial correlations.
3. Measures of quantum correlations
For completeness we recall the definitions of various
metrics of quantum correlations that we use subsequently.
3.1. Entanglement entropy and concurrence
The entanglement measure usually considered is the
von Neumann entropy associated with the reduced den-
sity matrix of a single qubit, S = −Trρk log(ρk), where
ρk is the density matrix of the the qubit k, i.e., we are
interested in the entanglement between this qubit and the
rest. In this paper we use the linear entropy instead of von
Neumann, and this define as Sl = 1 − Tr(ρ2k), but this is
qualitatively similar. As the complete state is permutation
symmetric this is unique and independent of which qubit
is considered, hence there is no need to index the entropy.
The entanglement between qubits k and l is measured
by its concurrence C that is simply calculated from the two
qubit reduced density matrix ρkl:
C = max(0,
√
λ1 −
√
λ2 −
√
λ3 −
√
λ4) (6)
where λi are the eigenvalues in decreasing order of the
matrix ρkl(σy ⊗ σy)ρ∗kl(σy ⊗ σy). Here ∗ denotes complex
conjugation in the standard σz basis, and once again there
is no need to label the concurrence as due to permutation
symmetry every pair of qubits are identically entangled.
3.2. Quantum Discord
Quantum discord aims to capture all the quantum cor-
relations in a bipartite quantum system [18, 19]. To ac-
complish this, we remove the classical correlations from
the total correlations in a system. Consider, ρAB , then
the quantum mutual information is I(A : B) = H(A) +
H(B) − H(A,B), where H(X) is the von Neumann en-
tropy of ρX . However, the mutual information for classi-
cal probability distributions has another definition given
by the Bayes’ rule, namely I(A : B) = H(A) − H(A|B).
Here, the conditional entropy H(A|B) is the average of the
Shannon entropies of A, conditioned on the values of B,
and quantifies the ignorance in A given the state of B.
In the quantum case, we can describe measurements
on B by a POVM (positive-operator valued measure) set
{Πi}. Maximizing the consequent quantum mutual infor-
mation over all {Πi}, we obtain
J (A : B) = max
{Πi}
(H(A)− H˜{Πi}(A|B)). (7)
Hence we arrive at a definition for quantum discord as
the difference of two ways of defining the quantum mutual
information I(A : B)− J (A : B) =
D(A : B) = H(B)−H(A,B) + min
{Πi}
H˜{Πi}(A|B), (8)
with {Πi} being rank-1 POVMs. Quantum discord is non-
negative for all quantum states [18, 19, 20], and it is sub-
additive [21].
3.3. 3-Tangle
The 3-tangle is a measure of genuine tripartite en-
tanglement defined for a pure state of three qubits [22].
For a three qubit pure state ρABC (with its two-party
reduced states ρmn and single-party reduced states ρm,
where m,n ∈ {A,B,C}), the measure of 3-tangle is given
by
τ(ρA : ρB : ρC) = τ(ρA : ρBC)− τ(ρAB)− τ(ρAC). (9)
First term on the right hand side quantifies the entangle-
ment of ρA with rest of the system (ρBC), and is given as
τ(ρA : ρBC) = 2(1− tr(ρ2A)), while second and third terms
are the squares of the concurrences between the the parties
in the parenthesis.
3.4. Bell Correlation function
Quantum mechanics permits correlations that are much
stronger than classical mechanics, i.e., that cannot be ac-
counted by any local hidden variable theory [23]. Such
nonlocal correlations can be quantified in ways that are
somewhat different from entanglement and thus is of in-
terest. It maybe pointed out that this is not studied yet
in contexts involving classical chaos.
Defining Q = σz, R = σx, S = (−σx − σz)/
√
2 and
T = (σx− σz)/
√
2 where σi are the usual Pauli operators,
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the (absolute value of) expectation value |〈QS+RS+RT−
QT 〉| with respect to a given two-qubit state is a measure
of non-locality. However unlike other correlation measures
above, this is not invariant under local transformations,
as these change the measurement settings. One may seek
to find optimal settings for the largest possible correla-
tion and this was done in [24, 25]. The setting is now
state dependent and the maximum correlation is related
toM(ρ) = maxi<jhi +hj , where hi are eigenvalues of the
3 × 3 correlation matrix TT † and Tij = Tr (σi ⊗ σjρ). If
M(ρ) > 1 (we will refer to this as “Bell correlation func-
tion”, and this is invariant under local unitaries) there
is some measurement setting that violates the CHSH in-
equality. It is easy to see that M(ρ) = 0 for the most
mixed state, while it is = 1 for all pure unentangled states
and = 2 for maximally entangled ones.
4. Dynamics of Quantum Correlations
4.1. Quantum signatures of classical chaos: Semiclassical
limit
Quantum signatures of classical chaos occur in various
contexts. Level statistics and connections to random ma-
trix theory [15], quantum information theoretic signatures
[3, 2, 6, 4, 1, 5, 7, 26], hypersensitivity of dynamics under
perturbations [27, 28], and those related to open system
dynamics and the rate of decoherence [29]. In the signa-
tures based on quantum correlations, entanglement, dis-
cord and to some extent, concurrence [30, 31], have been
studied.
Here we give numerical evidence of other information
theoretic quantities, like the Bell correlation function and
concurrence and tangle whose behavior exhibits quantum
signatures of classical chaos. The signatures of chaos in the
evolution of these quantities is evident in the long time-
averaged values as we scan through different initial condi-
tions. Figure (1) displays remarkable similarities between
structures in the classical mixed phase space and the time
average of quantum correlations for a relatively large value
of spin, j = 20, which corresponds to 40 qubits.
Chaotic initial conditions generally go to a higher aver-
age value than regular initial conditions for entanglement
and discord, while concurrence and Bell function M(ρ)
have an opposite tendency. The values for all initial con-
ditions in the chaotic sea saturate to nearly the same aver-
age behavior. The concurrence is smaller for initial states
launched from chaotic parts of the phase space than from
regular. This is understood to be be due to the devel-
opment of multipartite entanglement, which implies that
correlations between any two qubits decrease. This is also
a reflection of the unique monogamy of quantum corre-
lations that forbid sharing of large correlations between
multiple pairs of particles. In part c1 of Fig. (1) we also
notice that the concurrence is very small at the center of
the regular island. Of course in this case there is no chaos
that is lowering this value, but rather the lack of any en-
tanglement at all, due to the stable fixed point nature of
the classical dynamics.
The functionM(ρ) shows a very similar pattern as the
concurrence, except that the evolution at the center of the
regular islands for κ = 0.5 does comparable values as other
regular orbits, in contrast to the concurrence. This can be
understood as a smaller value of M(ρ) occurs for mixed
separable states as generated in a chaotic evolution, than
for a state that is nearly pure, as the states localized at
fixed points must be.
All this can be attributed to generation of pseudo ran-
dom states, in the permutation symmetric subspace, due
to the chaotic dynamics. Quantum chaotic dynamics leads
to a generation of states that are a superposition of basis
states in a tensor product vector space of the parties in-
volved and resembles those sampled randomly according
to the appropriate Haar measure [15]. In the limit of high
dimensional Hilbert space, the semiclassical limit, the sat-
uration values attained for quantum correlations due to
chaotic dynamics can be well predicted by random matrix
theory [6, 3, 2, 32]. These predictions can be extended
to mixed phase spaces with regular islands immersed in
a chaotic sea. Trail et al., invoked Percival’s conjecture
[33, 6] that separates eigenstates into chaotic and regu-
lar classes and explained the generation of entanglement
in mixed phase space to be that of a random state in a
chaotic subspace of the total Hilbert space. However two
small sub-systems of pseudo-random pure states have lit-
tle entanglement or non-locality associated them and is
consistent with the behavior of concurrence and the Bell
correlation function.
4.2. Quantum correlations and ergodicity in deeply quan-
tum regime
In order to study the quantum classical correspondence
between classical phase space and quantum correlations
deep in the quantum regime, we take the case of j = 3/2,
the case of the 3-qubit kicked top. This is especially mo-
tivated as the experimental data we will analyze is for the
case of 3 qubits. Remarkably, we find in Fig. (2) that
quantum dynamics even in this extreme quantum limit as
features that resemble the classical phase space structures.
In fact even for the case of just j = 1, or 2 qubits, this
has been observed and discussed in [12]. In the previous
literature, this has been attributed to the ergodic nature
of dynamics [12, 11, 34].
However there are some notable differences between
this and the large j cases. There is an extra plot showing
the 3-tangle average as well, which is a well-defined mea-
sure of tripartite entanglement for three qubit pure states
as we have in this case. It is seen that there is a striking re-
semblance between the tangle and the entanglement, and
both still resemble to a large extent a coarse grained clas-
sical phase space. On the other hand now discord joins
both concurrence and the Bell correlation function and
shows peculiar structures for the case of κ = 2.5. In this
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Figure 1: Columnwise comparison showing dynamically generated
quantum correlations as superb signature of classical chaos in a reg-
ular ( κ = 0.5) and mixed phase spaces ( κ = 2.5), (a1 & a2) Classical
phase space, Poincare´ sections, (b1 & b2) Long time average of Bell
correlation function, (c1 & c2) Long time average of Concurrence,
(d1 & d2) Long-time average discord, (e1 & e2) Long-time average
linear entropy - all as a function of mean coordinate of the initial
projected coherent state. Spin j = 20 and average is taken over 100
kicks.
deep quantum regime there is significant amount of en-
tanglement between two qubits and entanglement has not
entirely transformed into multipartite measures. A more
detailed understanding of these structures is lacking at the
moment.
We analysed the experimental data (provided gener-
ously by the authors of [11]) based on a system of three
superconducting qubits to study the dynamics of these
quantum correlations. Choosing different values of θ and
φ, the three-qubit system is experimentally initialised in
various different coherent states, and allowed to evolve for
20 time steps (as per Eq.(2)). The final state at the end of
each time step is experimentally reconstructed via quan-
tum state tomography (details are given in a future publi-
cation). These states are further used to calculate various
quantum correlations as a function of time.
The experiment also considers the two values of the
chaoticity parameter, κ = 0.5 and κ = 2.5 as we apply
the Floquet operator on the same initial state. We see
a change in the dynamics of quantum correlations as the
parameter, κ, takes the classical dynamics from a regular
to a mixed phase space. As we increase the degree of
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Figure 2: Columnwise comparison showing dynamically generated
quantum correlations as superb signature of classical chaos in a reg-
ular ( κ = 0.5) and mixed phase spaces ( κ = 2.5), (a1 & a2) Long
time average tangle, (b1 & b2) Long time average of Bell correlation
function, (c1 & c2) Long time average of Concurrence, (d1 & d2)
Long-time average discord, (e1 & e2) Long-time average linear en-
tropy - all as a function of mean coordinate of the initial projected
coherent state. Spin j = 3/2 and average is taken over 100 kicks.
chaos in the system, the initial state under consideration
transitions from being in the regular island, to be on the
border between the chaotic sea and regular regions.
Figures 3 and 4 show the behavior of entanglement
(as captured by the linear entropy), discord, concurrence,
tangle and the Bell correlation function for the case of
regular and mixed phase spaces. For the case of regular
phase space, the rate of growth of all quantum correla-
tions is gradual whereas the initial rate of growth is rapid
in case of the mixed and chaotic phase space.The rapid
growth indicates signatures of classical Lyapunov expo-
nents. Therefore, for a fixed family of maps, the gener-
ation of correlations is influenced by the degree of chaos
in the system. The simulations in Figure 3 show an alter-
nating “staircase” like behavior for correlations which has
a remarkable confirmation in experiment as shown in the
same figure. This is becasue the dyamics at such points es-
sentially becomes local and does not cause a change in the
value of correlations. We have a complete analytical ex-
planation for the above and this will be reported elsewhere
[13, 14]. The behavior of correlations also reflect interest-
ing dynamics. Initially, we start with a product state with
no correlations. Linear entropy, concurrence and tangle
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Figure 3: This figure shows the dynamics of linear entropy, concur-
rence and 3-tangle of a system of three qubits initialised in state |000〉
under a kicked top Hamiltonian. Plots corresponding to the chaotic-
ity parameter, (a) κ = 0.5 and (b) κ = 2.5 are shown. Solid red curve
with squares correspond to the experimentally obtained values of lin-
ear entropy of a single-party reduced density matrix, solid blue curve
with triangles stands for the experimental concurrence values, and
solid black curve with circles is the experimental 3-tangle. Dashed
curves in red, blue and black colors are the simulated values of linear
entropy, concurrence and 3-tangle respectively.
(a) κ = 0.5 (b) κ = 2.5
Figure 4: This figure shows the dynamics of Discord and Bell correla-
tion function (M(ρ)) under the kicked top Hamiltonian with different
strengths, (a) κ = 0.5 and (b) κ = 2.5. Thick solid red curve with
squares correspond to the experimentally obtained values of Discord
and thick black curve with circles stands for the experimental M(ρ)
values. Thin curves in red and black colors are the simulated values
of discord and M(ρ) respectively. Three qubit system was initialised
in the state |000〉.
all start to rise. Linear entropy captures the correlation
between a single qubit and the “bath” and continues to
rise as the single qubit state becomes increasingly mixed.
This is in contrast to concurrence that rises initially but
as the two qubit state starts becoming increasingly mixed,
the concurrence starts to decrease and drops to zero. The
value of tangle captures how the correlations get spread
out in multiple parties, i.e, from bipartite correaltions as
captured by concurrence to multipartitie correlations given
by the tangle. Figure 4 shows the analogous behavior of
the Bell correlation function for the same initial state with
varying degrees of chaos. It is to be noted that the value
of M(ρ) never exceeds 1 and therefore no measurement
setting will violate the CHSH inequality in this scenario.
This is a consequence of the monogamy of M(ρ) and the
fact that the state is restricted to the permutation sym-
metric subspace at all times. Since at most one of ρ12 and
ρ13 can violate the CSHS inequality and the value ofM(ρ)
is same regardless of which two qubits of a three qubit per-
mutation symmetric state are taken to construct ρ, neither
of them violates it [35, 36, 37]. The connection of Bell cor-
relation values to non-locality and chaos is intriguing and
will be subject of future studies.
5. Discussion
On the face of it, there seems to be an obvious connec-
tion between purely quantum aspects of multipartite sys-
tems like entanglement, concurrence, discord and Bell cor-
relation functions and chaos. Chaos arises due to coupling
of degrees of freedom. In the quantum domain, coupling
of degrees of freedom can potentially lead to generation of
correlations. The above reasoning, though compelling, is
not the whole story. The different behaviour of dynamics
of correlations in the regular regions and chaotic sea of a
mixed phase space is intimately related to the generation
of pseudo-random states in the joint Hilbert space of the
system.
It has been recently found that, unlike previously thought
[12], the 3 - qubit kicked top is solvable analytically. We
have [13, 14] recently found the analytical solution to this
problem. This opens a range of interesting questions re-
garding the connections of thermalization and integrabil-
ity [11] and chaos in such systems. To what extent closed
quantum systems, that are integrable in the sense that an
analytical solution exists quantum mechanically but whose
classical limit is chaotic, thermalize? Another intriguing
avenue is the issue of quantum-to-classical transition in
such systems and the role of quantum correlations here.
Under what conditions does a quantum trajectory that
tracks a measurement of a given observable follow the clas-
sical trajectory? Habib et al. [38] have shown that one can
recover classical trajectories from quantum systems when
the quantum system is continuously measured with appro-
priate measurement strength. In particular, if the mea-
surement strength is strong enough to localize the wave
packet such that the interference across different “paths” is
negligible, but weak enough so that the back-action noise
is small, the system follows classical trajectories. It has
also been shown that entanglement between the two sub-
systems causes strong measurement back-action and one
does not recover classical trajectories in this regime. It is
important for both subsystems to be sufficiently macro-
scopic for the recovery of classical trajectories. Further-
more, the Ehrenfest “break time”, the time at which quan-
tum expectation values and classical motion start to de-
viate from each other, is exponentially small for chaotic
systems as compared to regular systems. Therefore, quan-
tum chaotic multipartite systems are a very interesting
avenue to study interplay of chaos, quantum correlations
and measurements and their role in quantum-to-classical
transition. The systems, like the kicked top that we con-
sider are just a start. Moreover, experimental control over
such systems in the superconducting qubits set up, like the
one we have considered, is a huge challenge but becoming
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increasingly feasible. Perhaps even more interesting is the
connections between chaos, integrability and information
as captured by correlations. As the initial state, a coherent
state on the entire multi-qubit Hilbert space of the system,
is varied from the regular to the chaotic regions of the cor-
responding classical phase space, a contour plot of the long
time averaged correlations reproduces the structures of the
classical stroboscopic map. One import from this is that
as classical chaos produces classical information, captured
by uncertainty and Lyapunov exponents, quantum chaos
generates quantum information that is manifest is super-
position of quantum states of a complex quantum system.
Quantum correlations in these pseudo random states are
one way to characterize and quantify this information and
superpositions and hence are signatures of the underly-
ing chaotic dynamics. That these signatures persist in a
deeply quantum regime of 3 qubits in a system that is in-
tegrable in the quantum sense needs further investigation.
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